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Sisu, ein schwer zu uebersetzender Begriff, ist das typische
Merkmal fuer die österbottnische
Bevölkerung. Sisu bedeutet
Ausdauer, Zähigkeit und auch
Stolz auf die Scholle.

Sisu - persistence in Finnish
- entrepreneurial spirit and
being proud of own roots are
characteristics of people living
in Ostrobothnia.

Form Finland is a group of craft entrepreneurs living and working in the West Coast of Finland. They
are presenting small series of lifestyle products reflecting their individual touchpoints for contemporary
culture and references taken from cultural heritage in
the Ostrobothnian region. Personal interpretations are
transferred into new products designed for everyday
life while telling stories from the past.
Shared theme binding collections - Joy of Making - underlines the importance of making meaningful products by hand for craft entrepreneurs, and for
many others enjoying the pleasurable process of making things by their own hands.
Ostrobothnian craft entrepreneurs are participating in Leader-funded development project, Det
Österbottniska Folkhemmet-project, supporting designers and artisan entrepreneurs in Ostrobothnia region
to develop their products and brand, and to look for
potential markets for their businesses. During the
project they have gained shared knowledge and experiences in product development processes, and feedback from professionals in different business fields.
They have also been provided with an opportunity to
test market potential of their new products in Finland
and internationally at Tendence fair.
One of the aims in the project is testing and piloting FUSE-model for development, a concept invented
by Design & Crafts Council of Ireland. It combines a
series of methods aiming to support design and innovation capabilities of the craft sector addressing product
and process innovation and exploring the potential to
access new markets. FUSE-model is based on creative
workshops where designers and artisans present their
development ideas and products to a team of experts
for input and develop their products and brands further utilising the feedback given. FUSE is selected as
one of the good practices in the EU. The coordinator
of the development project is Österbottens Hantverk,
regional craft association in Ostrobothnia, in collaboration with Design Centre MUOVA.

Emma, Rakel &
Elsa handbags
BY RISAKO

“Ich habe die Handtaschen
nach Frau und Töchtern
des Gruenders der
Spitzenfabrik Lassfolk
benannt.”

STO RY:

I am the owner of the artisan company Risako.
The name of the company has its roots in oldfashioned Finnish language referring to a question
‘is it broken?’ Beside recycled materials, I prefer
cotton and leather as raw materials for products
I make.
Currently I am interested in crafting products
with recycled lace because of beautiful textures
and stories attached to them. This small collection
of handmade handbags that I have made, Emma,
Rakel and Elsa represents such products. The
handbags are named after the wife of the founder
of the Lassfolk lace factory and their two daughters. The first Finnish lace factory was founded in
1911 in Pietarsaari, my hometown, and this is my
way to honour their work.

DE S I G N E R :

HEIDI
KESKITALO
Risako
+358 (0) 50 362 9900
info@risako.fi
www.risako.fi

Nappi collection
HANDMADE WOODEN CASES
BY GRÖNA KULLENS HANTVERK

“‘Nappi’, Knopf
auf finnsch, ist
ein spannender
Schliessmechanismus
der Dose.”

STO RY:

We are burned with colours, forms and desire to
make functional wooden cases.
Finnish birch is light and easy to craft material,
which is why it is used in our Nappi collection of
wooden cases. This collection of small wooden
cases has been designed for decoration and storing little things both at home and in the office. It
includes cases for business and credit cards, pens,
piece of jewellery or any other little treasures.
The entire collection was given the name Nappi,
‘a button’ in Finnish, referring the specific mechanism developed for locking the case. These unique
wooden products – inspired by nature - are designed
by carpenter Anders Wikar and handmade by us in
Gröna Kullens Hantverk in Kruunupyy.

DE S I G N E R :

ANDERS
WIKAR
Gröna Kullens Hantverk
(Ann-Sofi Wikar)
+358 (0)50 3269903
annsofiwikar@gmail.com
facebook.com/gronakullenshantverk

Köynnös, Kehä
& Siksak
JEWELLERY COLLECTION BY VERDANA

“Durchdachte
Formgebung,
Farbenharmonie,
reine Linien und
Einzelheiten, die
meinem Herzen
nahe sind.”

STO RY:

Due graphic design background, insightful design,
colour harmony, clean shapes and stylised details
are close to my heart. I am inspired by the beauty
of nature and natural materials. This is how items
with modern graphic look and catchy details combined with classic features – jewellery that stand
the test of time and use – are born.
As an entrepreneur I have faced ups and downs
but with Finnish ‘sisu’, I have been able to reach
the level where I can proudly stand behind my collection. Wonderful feedback and touching stories
told in relation to empowering words attached to
products have given me wings to fly. Honesty and
integrity are my guidelines. One step at the time I
have followed my vision of original and good quality
design – jewellery touching hearts.

DE S I G N E R :

ANNE
VUORELA
Vernada
+358 (0) 50 5118896
info@vernada-puoti.fi
www.vernada.net
www.vernada-puoti.fi

Colours of
Ostrobothnia
COLLECTION BY AVEO

“Die Serie ist
angeregt durch
die Energie der
Österbottnischen
Bevölkerung
und unserer
fantastischen
Natur.”

STO RY:

Our Ostrobothnia series represent the Ostrobothnian
true colours.
Each colour stands for something special, for
example, our stability, the persistence and caring
which can be found here in the North. The series
has been inspired by the energy of the Ostrobothnian
people and Our amazing nature, which we, in matter of fact, got around the corner. Fields, forrests,
owers.. The design is a minimalistic mix. The scandinavian black and white among the appleflowers
makes a safe and cozy impression.
The backside of the tray comes with a clear position on our conviction, namely that Ostrobothnia is
one of the best places on earth.

DE S I G N E R :

SOFIE
STAFFANS-LYTZ
Aveo
+358 (0) 50 5740 420
aveo@shop.fi
www.aveo.fi/shop

DIY collection of
leather accessories
BY JENNY AARREKANGAS

STO RY:

“Ich möchte allen die
Möglichkeit geben, ein
von Hand angefertigtes
Accessoir aus Leder, in
Kreuzstich dekoriert mit
Tieren, zu besitzen.”

I am specialised in handcrafted women’s fashion
and inspired by nature, dreams and traditions.
With a degree in clothing design and classic massage, the touch of material against skin drives my
design work. I’ll pay special attention to comfortable fit and careful selection of natural materials
when designing new items, in relation to slow fashion and classic design.
This small accessory collection consists of a
purse, a sunglass case and a tablet bag in leather.
My grandmother’s cross-stitch sewing inspired me,
and the idea was born after magical meetings with
wild animals. With the DIY kit I’ll provide everyone a chance to handcraft designed accessories,
made of vegetable tanned leather and decorated
with cross-stitch animals.

DE S I G N E R :

JENNY
AARREKANGAS
+358 (0) 50 356 0785
j.elenius@hotmail.fi
jeleniusdesign.wordpress.com

DESIGN CENTRE MUOVA
Design Centre MUOVA is a multidisciplinary design research and development
unit of Vaasa University of Applied Sciences with special expertise in the innovative
market-oriented design. The design process is based on the collection of market and
user data that is exploited in the development of new products, services, systems
and networks.
Muova has created a distinctive interdisciplinary environment for research,
development, education and company operation and works in a diverse and close
cooperation between companies, universities and public organisations.
Muova promotes international competitiveness through design, runs applied
research and creates innovative methods using creativity and design. Through
design education and training programmes design thinking and design methods
are transferred to companies, public sector and students. Training projects where
design is applied are especially targeted to the needs of different sectors focusing on
the needs of SMEs. Design Centre Muova is situated in Vaasa, the regional capital
of Ostrobothnia.
www.muova.fi/en/
www.vamk.fi/en

ÖSTERBOTTENS HANTVERK RF
Österbottens Hantverk rf was founded in 1913. The association takes care of
general matters and forms an expert organisation for the craft and design industries
in the region of Ostrobothnia, Finland. The organisation, the House of Craft –
Loftet, operates in three different areas, the area of association, project area and
business area, which all support organisation’s values and task. This means that our
task is to promote craft culture as skill and livelihood in Ostrobothnia, Finland.
The organisation has 250 members, who have a strong influence on and
interest Ostrobothnian handcraft. The Taito Shop Loftet AB, which is owned by
Österbottens Hantverk rf., is a marketing channel for handcrafts.
Österbottens Hantverk rf. Is a member of the Finnish Crafts Organization,
Taito Group Oy. Taito Group Oy is based on values of creativity and national
culture, skills, which enhances people and their general wellbeing, as well as the
aesthetic nature of their environment. And finally, on entrepreneurship in the field
of crafts creating jobs as well as sustainable products and services.

Österbottens hantverk rf
www.loftet.fi

DET ÖSTERBOTTNISKA

FOLKHEMMET

This project has been funded by the European Union’s Agricultural Fund for Rural Development and local Leadergroup
Aktion Österbotten rf. One of the focus areas of the programme is creating employment by improving competitiveness
of businesses, supporting new entrepreneurship and promoting the network of companies.

